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Newsletter from Pivab – Innovators
Innovators in Automatic Rewinding
Automatic Single Face rewinder
for Portugal.
Pivab has installed a fully automatic rewinder
at Litocartao in Portugal. The rewinder has
special features such as roll weighing and
labeling of the finished rolls. This was a key
feature for Litorcatao to ensure quality and
tracking of the rolls.

plastic wrapper and a shrink tunnel before
they are packed in boxes. The line is in the
final testing phase and has a maximum
production capacity of about 8 products/sec.

Bib manufacturing line during installation.

Semi automatic
Poland.

Fully automatic rewinder for single face corrugated board.

First Pivab rewinder in Italy.
Pivab is now manufacturing the first
automatic rewinder for a company in Italy,
Ondulati Santerno, which specializes in
packaging solutions made from single face
corrugated board. The machine is equipped
with automatic knife and automatic tape
positioning.

Bib manufacturing line
Finnish company Fatex Oy.

for

The bibs for the elderly care are manufactured
from two layers of paper with a layer of PE in
between. The layers are welded together. A
pocket is also welded and the neck collar is
die cut before the material is folded
lengthwise. The material is then sheeted with
a crosscutting knife. Thereafter the sheets are
stacked in a pile and transferred through a

rewinder

for

The company BART in Poland has ordered a
2.8m semi automatic rewinder for single face
corrugated board. The machine will be
installed in the end of this year.
Pivab Machinery is a Swedish company that
specializes in manufacturing rewinders for single
face corrugated web. The company was founded in
1983 and has a long tradition of product innovation
and machine design according to customer
requirements.
These special machines for the single face market,
whether used in traditional corrugated or laminating
production environments, are easily installed with
basic connections to lines dedicated to single face
operations or at the end of existing corrugators.
The Pivab rewinders offer good opportunities to
production cost savings in the single face market.
Please contact us if you have any questions or if you
would like to have a quotation. Product video and
pamphlets are also available for download on our
website. www.pivab.com
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